The Lewis Driving High Point Award

A. Members must be enrolled and participate in the driving program and must show at the St. Joseph County Fair. Points for this award are accumulated at the St. Joseph County Fair only.

B. Points will be awarded from the placing in the following classes: Single Working Pleasure, Single Reinsmanship, Drive & Showmanship and highest Driven Dressage points. If a 4-H member is enrolled in more than one dressage class with the same horse, pony or miniature the points will be taken only from the highest placing.

C. Points will be awarded as follows:
- Eight points for first.
- Seven points for second.
- Six points for third.
- Five points for fourth.
- Four points for fifth.
- Three points for sixth.
- Two points for seventh.
- One point for eighth.

D. Exhibitors showing more than one equine will accumulate points on each animal separately; points are on a one-horse/one-driver basis.

E. This award can be won repeatedly, but only once with the same horse/driver combination.

F. In case of a tie:
- The winner will be determined by the exhibitor who beats the most drivers at the St. Joseph County Fair in Driving Reinsmanship.
- If the tie remains then the exhibitor who beats the most drivers in the Drive and Showmanship class will win the award.
- If a third breaker is required the Driving Dressage placing will be used.